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Raw data  

The raw data is contained in the experimental_results  and fea_results  folders. The contents of these are
as follows.

experimental_results

B-9-ss1 : Results of a step-scan experiment on arch specimen B-9. In this experiment limit point 
was traversed.

B-9-ss1.txt : A comma-separated variable file containing the data logged during the
experiment
jpg  images captured by the camera during the test. The number at the end of the image files
(e.g. “1080” in B-9-ss1-1080.jpg ) refers to the iteration of the LabView script on which the
image was captured. The .txt  file also contains the iteration number of each datapoint, so
the images and data can be synchronised.

B-9-ss1 : Same as B-9-ss1 , but  was traversed.

fea_results

FullResponse : Riks path-following FEA results from an arch model with nominal dimensions.

DeformedShapedata : Arch shape data.
ABAequilibriumpath1.txt : Force-displacement data describing the equilibrium curve.

calibrated : Riks path-following FEA results using the measured dimensions of arch specimen B-9.

down_eqpath  & down_shape : Force-displacement & arch shape data describing the
“downwards” portion of the equilibrium curve.

Python scripts  

Several Python scripts are included, which can be run to analyse the raw data and produce the figures and
videos presented with this paper.

functions.py  contains functions which are used repeatedly in the analysis. The following script files can be
run by the user:

create_diagnostic_videos.py

create_FEA_experiment_figures.py

create_FEA_full_response_video.py

create_FEA_videos.py

create_simple_videos.py
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The output of these scripts will be put in the figures  and videos  folders.

Dependencies  

The Python scripts use several external libraries— numpy , pandas , matplotlib , json , glob , among others.
These are most easily acquired by installing the Anaconda Python environment.

The Python scripts also use ffmpeg , a free media conversion tool. Readers wishing to run the Python scripts
should download ffmpeg  and ensure the ffmpeg  directory is included in the operating system path variable.
At the time of writing, we used ffmpeg  version 2.8.15.
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